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1. Introduction

In the papers [1] (1955) and [2] (1962), a general method was presented of solving
problems of elastostatics with mixed boundary conditions. In the period from
1955 to 1962, a number of dynamic problems were solved concerning, mainly,
stationary vibrations of plates [3, 4, 5], and also stationary vibrations of elastic
parallelepipeds and finite cylinders [6, 7, 8], the methods used basing as presented
n [1] and [2].

In this paper will be presented the application of the method suggested for solving
static problems to problems of dynamics-that is, of stationary and non-stationary
vibrations of elastic bodies.

Let us consider a simply connected elastic body B bounded by the surface S,
and let this surface consists of two smooth surfaces intersecting along the curve

Fig. 1

a (Fig. 1). Inside the body, there act body forces X, on the surface S2 external forces
q, and on the surface Sx, the displacements u are given.

We assume that the external and body forces, which are functions of the time
variable t, start acting at the instant t = 0+. By x we denote a point inside of the
body with the coordinates x1} x2, x3, while f is a point of the surface S, with the
coordinates fl5 |2 , |3 .

The functions «;(•*> 0> representing the components of the displacement vector,
have to satisfy the motion equations, in terms of displacements,

(1.1) Wjj+tt+fAujji+X, = Qu:, ij = 1, 2, 3
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the boundary conditions

fw,(f, 0 = fi (£» 0 o t l t h e surface
| o - ( ^ 0 « = tf(£O O n the surface

and the initial conditions

(1.3) «,(x,0) = 0, ut(x,0) = 0, x e £ .

In the above equations /J, and A are the Lame constants, ai} the components of
the stress tensor, while nt denotes the components of the unit normal vector of the
surface S. By a dot over a function we denote its derivative with respect to the
time-variable.

The stresses au are connected with the deformations etJ by Hooke's law

(1.4) au = 2/xeu+X (5yew s i,j, k = 1, 2, 3,

while the deformations are given, in terms of the displacements nh by the relations

(1.5) ev = y («,,,+«,, 0-

Thus, after solving Eq. (1.1) with the prescribed boundary conditions (1.2) and
the initial conditions (1.3), and having determined the displacements uh we obtain
the deformations eu and stresses au from (1.5) and (1.4).

Let us observe that on the surface S\ the displacements are known, while the
support reactions-that is, the surface forces otjnj= qi are on this surface unknown.
Similarly, on the surface Sa we know the loading qt = a^itj, while the function
w,- is here unknown. Hence, in solving problems with mixed boundary conditions,
we can assume as the unknown function either qt on Ŝ  or M( on S2.

These two possibilities of choosing the unknown function lead to two variants
of solving the problems. We shall discuss them successively in the further sections
of this paper. We shall, however, first introduce the operator notation for the equa-
tion (1.1) and the boundary conditions (1.2). Equation (1.1) will then assume the
form:
(1.1') Du[uj(x, 0] +X,(x, 0 = 0 xeB,
where

2 V72
2 — V ~~ "̂ 2 " °" C2 — — »

while the boundary conditions will take the form:
f «,(£, t) =*/,(£, t) on the surface Si,
I <3i(i, 0 = L[u,(g, t)] = ^(wiij+My>,)«J+Ani div u on the surface St.

2. The First Variant of Solution

Let us try to reduce the problem with mixed boundary conditions, as formulated
in Sec. 1, to a matter of solving simpler problems, where the type of boundary condi-
tions occurring on the two adjacent surfaces Sx and Ą is the same.
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To this end we introduce what is called the "fundamental system" which is re-
presented by an elastic body of the same shape as in Fig. I, but free from loading
on the surfaces S-, and S2. Since, however, this body will be subject to forces, it
should be prevented from suffering displacements and rotations. We achieve this
by assuming that at any arbitrary point O of this body the displacements and ro-
tations vanisch. In the "fundamental system", chosen in this way, we now deter-
mine the Green tensor-field of displacements G(x, x', t) = [Gik(x, x', t)].

This field will be constructed as follows. We apply at the point x' e B of our
"fundamental system" an instantaneous concentrated force, parallel to the axis xk.

Owing to this loading in the "fundamental system", there occurs the displace-
ment vector Gm, with the components Gik(i = 1 , 2 , 3). Directing the instantaneous
concentrated force, successively, parallel to the axes xx,x2, and x3) and then assu-
ming for k, successively, the indices k = 1, 2, 3, we obtain nine quantities Glk(i, k =
= 1,2, 3) which form the symmetric (Gik = Gki) Green tensor of displacements.

The Green functions Gik must satisfy the equations of motion, in terms of displa-
cements,

( 2 . 1 ) Du[GJk(x, x', t)]+d(x~x')Ó(t)6ik = 0 , t;J, k - 1 , 2 , 3 , x,x'eB

with the initial conditions

(2.2) _ Gik(x,x[Q) = 0, Gtk(x,*,0)=0,

and the homogeneous boundary conditions

(2.3) L[GikQ,x',t)]=Q on the surfaces St and S 2 l | s 5 .

The relations (2.1) represent three sets of equations (for k = 1,2, 3). In (2.1)
d(x—x')5(t) = dfa—li) d(x2—f 2) <5(;e3—£3) <5(0 denotes the Dirac function ex-
pressing the instantaneous concentrated force applied at the point x' e B, while
by dik we understand the Rronecker symbol. The quantity d(x—x')6(t)dlk indi-
cates that the concentrated force is directed parallel to the axis xk. In the boundary
conditions, the expression L(Gik) denotes the operation a\fnj, where a\f is the
stress produced by the instantaneous concentrated force acting at the point x' and
directed parallel to the axis xk. The condition (2.3) shows that the surface of the
body is free from loadings. In what follows, we assume that the Green functions
Glk are known—that is, they have been determined in the chosen "fundamental
system".

Now we proceed to solving the second auxiliary problem in our fundamental
system. Let the loading qt(x, f) act on the surface S2 of the "fundamental system",
and, inside of the body, the body forces X{(x, i), applied at the instant t = 0+ . All
these forces will produce, in the elastic body, the displacements M" and stresses oy.

The displacements have to satisfy the motion equations:

(2-4) Di][u%x, t)}+Xi(x, f ) = 0

the homogeneous initial conditions

. uKx,0) = 0, ttftx, 0 ) = 0 ,
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and the boundary conditions

(2.5) L[u%£, 01 = 4 « j = ft(f. 0 o n * e s u r f a c e S2>

L[w?(|, 01 = 0 on the surface Sx.

We assume that the displacements t/J have been determined in the chosen "funda-
mental system", and, in what follows, we shall consider these quantities as known
functions.

In our further considerations, we shall use the reciprocal Betti theorem.
This theorem has, with respect to dynamic problems, the forms:

(2.6) JjfiXtiA-Xlut) dV+ ffiptul-plu.) dS-effJiiiiUl-iiliii) dV= 0,
(B) (S) (B)

or
<2-7> ///["jA/^-Wi'A/w/)] dV+ j{[u'M-uMul)] dS

(B) CS)

-QfJj(utu't-^ut)dV=O. • .
(B)

In the above equations, Xt, pt denote body and surface forces, respectively, which
produce in the body the displacements u{, while X'% a.ndp't belong to the other system
of forces producing the displacements u[.

Let us apply to the equation (2.6) the one-side Laplace transformation given
by the formulae

(2.8) &t(x,p) = $
o o

where p is the parameter of transformation — that is, a number with the real part
so chosen as to make the integral (2.8) convergent. After carrying out the Laplace
transformation on the expression (2.6), we have

(2.9) fff tftfil- X[«,.) dV+ / / (pu-p'A
(B) (S)

, 0)-ut(x, O^ul-ip^i-puKx, CS)-ui(pc, 0)]«;} dV= 0.
(B)

However, according to our above assumptions concerning the application of loa-
dings at the instant t = 0+, and to the consequent initial conditions, we have to
substitute in the expression (2.9) u,(x, 0) = «,- (x, 0) = u[(x, 0) = u'iipc, 0) = 0.
Then Eq. (2.9) undergoes considerable simplification, and takes the forms.:

(2.10) JSfiXfil-Xiu,) dV+ JJim-p'A) dS=0,
(B) (S)

or

<2-U) / / / & A/«;)-W/ Du(u'j)] dV+ ff [umud-UtUu',)] dS=Q.
(B) (S)

Let us now apply the formula (2.11) to the displacements ut as given by Eq. (1.1),
and to the displacements Gik satisfying the relations (2.1). Substituting into (2.11)
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«'IOM>) = Gik(x, x',p), Dij[Gjk(x, x',p)] = — d(x—x')dik

and denoting by L(tii) = qt the known loading acting on the surface £2, and by
L(iii) = Rt the unknown function of the support reactions on the surface Slt we
obtain:

(2.12) Jf([Gik(x, x',p)Xi(x,p)-d(x-x')dikut(x,p)] dV(x)

+ jj Rtf, p)Gik(£ ,x',p) dS® + fj Ui > P) GikQ ,x',
(Si) (Sa)

Bearing in mind the relation

d(x-x')dikut(x,p) dV(x) = ut(x', p),

we represent (2.12) in the form

(2.13) uk(x',p) = fffxix,p)Glk(x, x',p) dV(x)
(B)

+ / / 9i(I,p)Gik(i,x',P) ds@ + jj %,p)Gtk(i,x',P) ds®.
(S2) (Si)

Let us now employ the Betti theorem (2.11) to the functions u\ and Gik. Introducing
into (2.11) the relations

a»— «P. nij{u^) = -Xi, fif-Ąfc. Du0ik) =-d(x-x')8lk

and Uuf) = qt on the surface Sz, L{uf) — 0 on S1} and L(Gik) — 0 on S1 and Sa,
we arrive at the following equation

(2.14) u&x',p) = J7/ii(*,i>)Ga(x, x',p) dV(x)+ J] US.
(B) <S2)

From comparison of (2.13) and (2.14) it follows the relation

(2.15) uk(x',p) = ą(x',p)+ jf Rt(i,p)Gik(S, x',
(Si)

We have obtained functional equations connecting the unknown functions of the
displacements uk(x',p) with the unknown support reactions Ri(£,p) on the surface Sx.
Having applied to (2.15) the inverse Laplace transformation, we have

t

(2.16) uk(x', t) = ut{x', 0+ / drfj B&, r)GjJt(|, *', t-x)dS®.
0 (Si)

Now we can determine the unknown functions Ri(^,p) using the boundary condition
(1.2) on the surface Si. On this surface Si we know the displacements «;(£, 0 = /)(£, 0 ;
thus we can find the Laplace transform fi(Ę,p). Passing in Eq. (2.15) with the point
x' e B to the point | ' on the surface Si, we obtain the relation:

(2.17) fk(?,p)**m',P)+JS HC,p)Gik(iJ',p)dS(C), i,k= 1,2,3.
(Si)
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In this equation, all quantities, except ~Ri{^,p), are known. We have arrived at
a system of integral equations of the first kind. After solving these equations for
Ri(,i,p), we are able to determine the functions uk{x',p). The inverse Laplace trans-
formation, then yields the required functions uk(x', t). Finally, we determine from
(1.4) and (1.5) the stresses <ry and deformations ey in the elastic body with mixed
boundary conditions.

The formulae (2.15)—(2.17) can be reduced to another form which is very conve-
nient in application.

Let us introduce a new displacement tensor Uik(x, £', t). This tensor will be descri-
bed in our "fundamental system" by the set of homogeneous differential equations:

(2.18) Du[U]k(x,?,t)]=0 xeB, f ' e A , t,j,k*» 1,2,3,

with the initial conditions

(2.i9) utk(xj;o) = o, utk(x,y,o)=o,

and non-homogeneous boundary conditions
r ' ' ) ] = d(£-*') d*d (0. f, *' s Ą on the surface Ą,(2 20)

£ [ 0 ( l *'• 01 = 0, SJ'eSn on the surface 5 § .
It follows from (2.20) that at the point f' of the surface Sx there acts an instantaneous
concentrated force parallel to the axes xk(k= 1,2, 3).

After solving Eq. (2.18) with the initial conditions (2.19) and boundary conditions
(2.20), we obtain nine functions Uik. However, owing to the symmetry of the displace-
ment tensor (Uik = Uki), the number of independent functions reduces to six.
Let us now connect the functions Gik with Uik using, to this end, the reciprocal theo-
rem (2.11). Then we arrive at the relation

/ / / UJk(x, S',p) dix-x1) dik dV(x)- Jf Gj&, x',p) <5(!-!') dik dS® = 0,
W (SO

whence it follows that

(2.21) Utk(x>, S', p) = Gik(£', x', p), Ulk(x', ?, t) - Gtk(r, x', t).

Inserting the above relation into (2.15), we have

(2.22) uk(x',p) - ul(x
(Si)

The inverse Laplace transformation yields:
t

(2.23) uk(x', i) = ul{x', t)+ fdrjj Ą(f, T) Uik(x', £, t-r)
0 (Si.)

Passing with the point x'eB to the point I'eA, and using the boundary condition
(1.2) on Su we obtain the following integral equation

(2.24) /*(£', 0 = iĄ(S', t)+fdrffR,(g, T ) ^ ( | ' , | , t-x
S
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The functional relation (2.23) can be interpreted as follows. The displacement
M; at the point x'e B can be composed of two parts—-of the displacement iĄ produced
in the "fundamental system" by the body forces Xt and the loadings qt applied on
the surface S2 (thus, in the system free from forces on the bounding surface
Si-that is for U, = 0), and of the displacement produced by the unknown support
reactions Rh acting on Sv The integral

,(!, T)Uik(?, £,t-T.
(Si)

expresses the superposition of the effects of this support reactions; the displacements
produced by the reactions are integrated both over the surface Sx and over the time,
from the instant r = 0 to x = t.

Let us now consider the case of stationary vibrations, where the external loadings
and the body forces are harmonic functions of the time variable:

(2.25) Xix, 0 = Re[Zf (x) e"°<], ?,(*, 0 = Rt[q*(x) ei<a<].

The quantities X* and q* are independent of the time, and let the frequency be
different from the frequency of free vibrations. The displacements will also be periodic
functions of the time variable, with the frequency co

(2.26) «,(*,*) = Re[H?(x)e'w
;], Glk(x, x', t ) »

According to the assumptions (2.25), the motion equations take the form:

DfJ[u*(x, a)]+Xf(x) = 0, xeB,

(2"27) Df =

The appropriate boundary conditions will be written as follows

For the case of periodic vibrations, we write the reciprocal theorem (2.6) in the
forms:

(2.29)
(B) (S)

or

(2.29') fjf [ufDtJ{u'J*)-ul*DfJ(u*)]dV+ ff [u[*L(uf)-ufL(iĄ*)]dS = O.
(S)

Applying Eq. (2.29') first to the function ut and Gik, and next to ut and Gik, we obtain
the following functional equation:

(2.30) uUx', co) = uJV, a>)+ JfBf(8G£(£, x', <o)dS®.
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Here «*° denotes the amplitude of the displacements produced in the fundamental
system by the body forces X*eia", and the surface loadings q*eiat acting on S2.
Introducing the Green functions Ufa, we can represent (2.30) in the form:

(2.31) uKx1, to) = 4*(x', »)+ jjRfimU*', t, o>)dS®.
(Si)

Passing now with the point x' to the point £' on Slf we arrive at the required system
of integral equations:

(2.32) A*(n = up(r, «)+ // Rt^um1, s,

i,k= 1,2,3

whence we are able to determine the unknown functions i?f(£).
Let us return to our fundamental functional Eq. (2.23). after passing with the

point x' e B to the point f' on the surface St

t

(2.33) uk(i: t) = uKi', 0+ / dx Jf J*,(f, x)Gft(f, I', t-r)dS®.

If the surface Ą is fixed elastically—that is, rests on a Winklerian foundation, then
we have:

(2.34) . Uk(?)t) = --LR$>,t).

Here xk (k — 1,2,3) are the moduli of the elastic foundation, and thus constant
coefficients.

Inserting (2.34) into (2.33), we obtain a system of integral equations of the second
kind

(2.35) Rk(?, t)+HkJdtJjĄ(i, Wt&.r. t-T)dS+xk4($', 0 = 0
0 (Si)

i,k= 1,2,3.

In this case, applying to Eqs. (2.35) the Laplace transformation, we arrive at a system
of Fredholm equations of the second kind. This system can be solved by the itera-
tion method, owing to the weak singularity of the kernel Gik. For xk -> oo, we obtain
a body which is rigidly fixed on its surface St, while for xk -» 0, this surface is free
from loading, and Rk = 0.

Let us observe that the surface S-y may be constructed so as to carry over only
reactions normal to this surface. Then the additional linear relations, connecting
the components Rt, enable us to reduce the system of three integral Eq. (2.24)
to one integral equation, since, in this case, only one support reaction, normal
to the surface, is unknown.

Let us, finally, observe that our considerations include also such cases in which
the surfaces Sx reduce to curves.
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We can generalize our method in order to solve the problem of an elastic body
having more then one support surface. Such a body is represented in Fig. 2. The
bounding surface S consists of three smooth surfaces intersecting along the curves
a and /J. Let there act, inside of this body, body forces X, and on its surface the external

Fig. 2

loadings q. We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the elastic body
considered is rigidly fixed on its surfaces S1 and S3. The displacements ut must
satisfy the differential equation

(2.36) Du(uj)+X( = 0 -

with the boundary conditions

(2.37) M( = 0 on Ą and Ss, L(ut) = q, on S2,

and the initial conditions

(2.38) M, = 0, for t = 0.w£ = 0,

As the "fundamental system" we assume, in this case, the elastic body which is rigidly
fixed on the surface Sa only, and free from loadings on the surfaces 5X and S2. In
this fundamental system, we determine the Green functions Gik. These last are
described by the equations:

(2.39) Du{Gjk)+5(x-x')d(t)ótk = 0

with the conditions

Gik = 0 on S3, L{Gik) = 0 on Sx and S%,

Glk = 0, Gik = 0 for t=0.

In a similar way, we determine in the "fundamental system" the displacements
w°, by solving the differential equations

(2.41) A/«J)+*i = °
with the conditions

M? = 0 on Sa, L{tĄ) = 0 on Su L(jĄ) = gt on S2,

111 = 0, «? = 0, for t ==0.

(2.40)

(2.42)
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Applying to the functions ut and Gik, and to the functions xA and Gik the reciprocal
theorem (2.11), we obtain the following functional equation:

(2.43) . uk(x', p) = ul(x', p)+ fl Ą(Ś,p)Gik(C, x',p)dS(0,
(Si)

where we have denoted by Rt (£, t) the unknown support reactions on the surface Ą.
Passing from the point x' e B to the point f eSu we arrive at a system of integral

equations of the first kind

(2.44) 0 = S&(e, p)+ fj Rtf.p) Gik(i, r, p)dS(i), t, k = 1, 2. 3,
(Si)

whence we can already determine the unknown functions Ą( | , p). In the
example presented above, we assumed a new fundamental system in the form of
a body fixed at Sg ) and free from loadings on Ą and Ą. However, we can also
assume as a fundamental system the elastic body which is prevented from motion
at an arbitrary point 0 (we assume that at this point the displacements and rotations
vanish) and free from loadings on the surfaces Slf S2 and S3.

Then the Green functions Gik should satisfy the equation

(2.45) Du(GJk)+S(x-x')d!k Kt) = 0,

with the boundary conditions

(2.46) L(Gik) = 0 on 5 l 5 Ą and Sa>

and the initial conditions
(2.47) Gik = 0, Gm = Q, for t = 0.

The function «? has to satisfy the differential equation

(2.48) AX«5)+*i=0>
with the boundary conditions

(2.49) L(M?) = 0 on St and Sa, L(iĄ) = qt on S»

and initial conditions

(2.50) M? = 0, «p= 0 forf = 0.

If we now apply the reciprocal theorem (2.11) to the function uu which is described
by Eq. (2.39) and the conditions (2.40), and to the function Gik, and, finally, to the
functions w? and Gik, we obtain the following functional equation:

(2.51) uk(x\ p) = ul(x', p)+ff Ą(li, p)Gik(ft, x',
()(Si)

+ j f R3(Ca,p)Gik(C3,x',p)dS(i3),
( S )

where i?i(fi, 0 and -^3(^3, 0 a r e the unknown surface forces acting on Sx and Sa.
We shall find these last unknown functions from the condition of vanishing displace-
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ments on Ą and S3. Now, passing with the point x' eB to the point ££ e Ą, and
with the point x' e B to the point Is e Ss, we obtain a system of two integral equations:

(Si) • (S 3)

(2.52)

0 = «g(i;,i>) + / / Ri(.h,P)Glttf1,
(Si)

/ M i. k = 1, 2, 3,

After solving the system of Eqs. (2.52), and determining the functions i?i and i?3,
we find the displacement uk(x', i) from the functional Eq. (2.51). It is clear that we
can extend our considerations to the case in which on the surfaces S2, Sit and Se, ...
are prescribed the loadings, while on the surfaces Si, S3, and SB, ... are given the
displacements.

3. The Second Variant of the Solution

Let us return to the solution of the problem as presented in Fig. 1. The displace-
ments are given on the surface Slt while the external forces are prescribed on S2.
The displacements, produced by the loading q e Sz and body forces X e B, are
determined by the equations (1.1), the boundary conditions (1.2) and the initial
conditions (1.3).

Let us assume as the unknown functions of the problem the displacements u
of the surface S2. Having thus chosen the unknown functions, we have to assume
a different fundamental system. We choose as the fundamental system the elastic
body entirely fixed on St and S2 • In this fundamental system, we define the Green
function as follows. The functions Gik should satisfy the differential equation

(3.1) r>ij[Gjk(x, x', t)]+6(x-x')d(t)5lk = 0, x, x' e B,

the boundary conditions

(3.2) Gtk(S, x', t) = 0 on the surfaces Ą and S2,

and the initial conditions

(3-3) Gik(x,x',0) = 0, Gik(x,x',0).

We also determine in our fundamental system the displacement iĄ(x, i) as the
solution of the differential equation

(3-4) A,[«?(*, f)]+Xt(x, 0 = 0
with the boundary conditions

(3.5) «?(£, t) = 0 on the surfaces Sx and St,

and initial conditions

(3.6) «?(x,0) = 0, «?(JC,O) = O.
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Assuming that the functions Gik and uf have been determined in our fundamental
system, we shall, in what follows, consider these quantities as known functions.

Let us now apply to the functions ut (satisfying Eq. (1.1) and the conditions (1.2)
and (1.3)), and to the functions Gik the Betti reciprocal theorem (2.11).

Thus we obtain

(3.7) JJJ [<?«(*,*'„
J ml %>

(B)

— jf U-tf,p)L{Gik($, x',p))dS(i) = 0,
(s2)

or
(3.7') uk(x',p) = JJj [Gik(x, x',p)Xi(x,p)dV(x)

— JJ U^,p)L[Gik{^ x',p)]dS(i),
(sa)

where we have denoted by £/*(£, 0 the unknown displacement function on the sur-
face S2.

Let us again apply the Betti theorem to the function Gik and iĄ. This leads to
the relation:

(3.8) ul{x', p) = fff Gik(x, x', pWix, p)dV{x).
(B)

Hence we can represent Eq. (3.7') in the form:

(3.9) «*(*',/>) = ul(x',p)— Jj ąi^p)^,^, x'tpfldStf).

We have obtained a functional equation with the unknown functions of displacements
ut(x', t) of the interior points of the body, and the unknown displacements Ut(f} t)
of the surface S2.

In order to determine the unknown functions Ut(J;,p), we perform on the expres-
sion (3.9) the operation i'(...). In this way we obtain:

(3.9') L'[uk(x\ p)] = L'[ul{x', p)]- fj £/;(!, p)L'L[Gik(C, x', p)] dS(O.
(Sa)

The dash at the operator L denotes that the operation refers to the point x'.
Now, we pass with the point x' e B to the point £' e S2, and we use the boundary

condition which states that on Ą there is given the loading q. From (3.9), after
passing with the point x' to the point f' on the boundary S2, we arrive at the fol-
lowing system of integral equations of the first kind:

<sa)

In this equations, we know the transforms qk,q° = L{u^) and the functions Gik.
Having determined the'unknown functions Ui(C,p), we return to Eq. (3.9), whence
we are able to obtain the transform of the displacement uk at the point x' of the
elastic body.
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Instead of the functions Gik, we can here introduce a new Green tensor—namely,
the functions Kik, which satisfy the homogeneous differential equations

(3-11) A/[#/*(*,l',01=0

the boundary conditions

Kik(£J',t)=0 on Ą,
(3-12)

and the initial conditions

(3.13) Ktk(x,t',0) = Q, Kik(x,i',O)=0.

Now, applying the Betti reciprocal theorem to the functions G,j and Ku, we obtain
the following equation

d(x-x')dikKu(x, ?,p)dV(x)+ Jj8Q-ndikąGtJ(i, x\p)]dS(i) = 0,
(B) (S2)

whence follows the relation

(3-14) Kjk{x', l',p) = ~L[Gtk(?, x', p)].

It is readily seen that Eq. (3.9) can be represented in the form:

(3.15) uk(X',p) = ul(x

and the integral Eqs. (3.10) will take the form of the system:

(3.16) qk(P,p)= m',
(s2)

Let us also examine the case in which the surface Sz leans on an elastic Winklerian
foundation—that is, the case in which the relation holds

(3.17) gtf, t) = - — US', t), k= 1,2,3.

In this last case, we obtain a system of integral equations of the second kind

(3.18) Uk(!>,p)+*k fj &0-ip)L'[&a&, i,p)]dS(i)+Kkq^',p) = 0,

2

k= 1,2,3.
The method presented above can be extended to the case in which on the surfaces
S1} S3, Ą, ... are given the displacements, while on the surfaces S2, Ą, Se, ... are
prescribed the loadings.

The second variant of the solution is obviously less important for practical ap-
plication than the first. This results, first of all, from the difficulties connected with
determining the Green functions Gik and the displacements w? in the chosen fun-
damental system, which is represented by an elastic body rigidly fixed on the entire
bounding surface. Moreover, the kernels of the integral equations L'(Kik) exhibit
strong singularities.
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4. Solution for an Elastic Body with a Crack

Let us consider a simply connected body with a crack (Fig. 3). We denote the region
of the body by B, and the bounding surface by S. The upper and lower surfaces
of the crack we denote by Sa' and S!2' and the remaining part of the surface by Sv

Let the body be subject to body forces and to external loadings q acting on the

Fig. 3

surface Sx. These forces produce in the body the displacements u, which are described
by the differential equation:
(4.1) Dij[uJ(x,t)]+Xi(x,t)=0> i,j= 1,2,3, xeB.
On the surface Sv Jet there be prescribed the boundary conditions:

(4.2) ZfafoOl-fttf.O. £<^i
and on the surfaces S% and Sś' the conditions:
(4.3) £[«,(£, 01 = 0, SeSi,Si\
Moreover, we assume that the initial conditions are of homogeneous type:
(4.4) ui(x,0) = 0, u,(x,0) = 0.
As the fundamental system, we choose a body without a crack, and free from loadings
on the surface Ą. Having prevented an arbitrary point O of the body from being
displaced, we shall determine in our fundamental system the Green displacement
functions. These last functions, Gik, should satisfy the differential equation:
(4-5) J>ulGjk(x, x', t)]+d(x-x')d(0 6ik = 0,
and the homogeneous boundary and initial conditions:

L[GJk(£,x',t)] = 0 on Ą,
; (?,*(£, x ' , 0 ) = 0 , Gtk($,x',0) = 0.

Finally, we determine in the fundamental system the displacements u?(x, t) which
are obtained from solving the differential equations:
(4.7) D

with the boundary conditions

and initial conditions
(4-9) a?(f,0) = 0, «?(f, 0) = 0.
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Let us now use with respect to the functions ut and Gik the Betti reciprocal theorem
in the form (2.11). Then we obtain:

(B)

- / / litf,P)GikQ,x',p)dS(£) + Jf Ut(£,p)L[GtkQ, x', p)}dS(£) = 0,
(Si)

or
uk(x',p) = ą(x',

ik(i, x', P)]ds®.
(Si)

Here, we denote by Uf and Uf the transforms of the displacements on the surfaces
5*2 and S$, respectively. If we apply the Betti theorem to the functions Gik and til,
we arrive at the relation:

ul(x',p) = ///Xt(x,p)Glk(x, x', P)dV(x)+ Jf qt(i,p)GikQ, x',p)dS®.
(B) (Si)

In the functional Eq. (4.11), the unknown quantities are represented by the transforms
Ui = Uf+Uf and the displacements uk. The unknown function Uk will be obtained
by performing on the equation (4.11) the operation !/(...), and passing with the point
x' to the point $' on S2. Using the condition (4.3), we arrive at the following system
of integral equations:

(4.12) L'[uk(i',p)] = 0 = L'[u°k(i: P)1+ IS U^,p)L'L[Gik^', i,p)]dS(fi.
(S2)

In the case in which within the crack there are prescribed the loadings qk(i',p) =
= L'(uk(i,p)), the Eq. (4.12) assumes the form:

(4.13) 'i ł,p)]dS(Z).

Having solved Eqs. (4.12) or (4.13), we can already determine the displacement u,
from (4.11).

a a

Fig. 4

Another way of obtaining the solution can also be demonstrated. Let us, thus,
imagine the elastic body to be divided by a cut a—«, passing through the crack,
into two parts I and II (Fig. 4), and let us choose the interaction between the parts

2 Problemy drgań
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I and II as the unknown function. Here we denote the unknown interaction forces
byi?i(f, t) and by uj(Xx, t) the displacement of the point x^ e BI} which is produced
by the external loading q\ acting on the external surface Slt by the body forces
Xj, and by the forces Rt acting on the surface Sa. Similarly, we denote by u}1 (xn, t)
the displacement of the point ;% e Bu > which is produced by the external forces
ql1 and reactions Rt. According to the formula (2.20), we have:

(4.14) ul(xip)= ql°Cx

(4.15) VMr,P)=WXx'u,P)+ ff Ą&, p)Ull(x'u, C
(5.)

XneBn, £.eSa, i,k= 1 , 2 , 3 .

In the two last-quoted formulae, Ufk and U}£ are the Green functions for the regions
Bi and Bllt which have been discussed in Sec. 2 in a detailed form.

Now, we pass with the point x^eB^ and with the point x'u e Bu to the point ^'aeSa

on the surface of the cut a—a. Owing to the continuity of the elastic body on the
surface Sa, the following condition should be satisfied:

or
(4.i7) //Ą&.joitte L,p)-mm,

+ul°(?«,p)-ullo&,p) = 0 , i, k = 1, 2, 3.
We have obtained a system of integral equations of the first kind, and its solution
yields the functions Ri(£a>P)> which being substituted into the relations (4.14) and
(4.15), enable us to find the required functions u\ and Ęr,

The above presented procedure can be extended to cases in which there exist
more than one crack in the elastic body considered. For r cracks we obtain a system
of 3/- integral equations.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

ZAGADNIENIA ELASTODYNAMIKI Z MIESZANYMI WARUNKAMI BRZEGOWYMI

W poprzednich pracach [1, 2] autor przedstawił metodę rozwiązania zagadnień elasto-
statyki z mieszanymi warunkami brzegowymi. W niniejszej pracy przedstawiono analogiczną
metodę dla dynamicznych zagadnień teorii sprężystości. Korzystając z funkcji przemieszcze-
niowych Greena oraz z twierdzenia Bettiego o wzajemności sprowadzono zagadnienie do roz-
wiązania układu równań całkowych pierwszego rodzaju.

W zależności od wyboru t.zw. układu podstawowego podano dwa warianty rozwiązania.
Podano wreszcie drogę postępowania dla zagadnienia szczelin w ciałach jednospójnych.

P e 3 ro M e

ynPyrOJJHHAMH^IECKHE 3 A J W I H CO CMEIIIAHHBIMH
KPAEBBIMH YCJIOBHHMH

B npeflbiflymHX pa6oTax [1] II [2] aBTop npeflcraBHJi Meiofl perueHHH 3afla^ ynpyrocTaTHKK
co CMeinaHHŁiMH KpaeBHMH ycjiOBHHMH. B HacTOHmeii » e paSoTe npnBO#nicH aHajiorKraHbiit
MeTO# flJiH flHHaimraecKHX 3a#a*i TeopHH ynpyrocTii. HcnoJib3ya cpyHKLnra rpHHa B nepeiweme-
HHHX H TeopeMy EeTTH o B3aHMH0CTH, safla^a cBOflHTCii K pemeiiHio CHCTCMŁI nHTerpan6HŁrx
ypaBHeHHH nepBoro pofla.

B 3aBHCHM0CTH OT BbiSopa TaK Ha3WBaeMoił OCHOBHOH CHcreMbi flaioiCH flBa BapwaHTa peuie-
H H S . B 3aKinoyeHHe npefljiaraeTCH iweTOfl peiueHHH eaflar^ KacaiomHXCH mejieft B OAHOCBH3HBIX
Tenax.
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